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Abstract: In a kind of visual cryptography, a secret image is hidden into other images. Then, we can reconstruct
the secret image by using share images produced in secret image hiding scheme. In the case of two binary share
images, the secret image is reconstructed by printing the two share images onto transparencies and stacking them
together without any special electronic calculation. Myodo’s method based on error diffusion can produce two
high quality binary halftone share images from three input images, that is, two gray-scale images and a gray-scale
secret image, and restore the gray-scale secret image hidden into their share images with high quality. The method
changes intensities of each pixel in input images as a pre-processing in order to restore a high quality secret image.
In this paper, we investigate intensity transformations to realize higher quality reconstructing of a secret image in
myodo’s method and we obtain that histogram equalization is effective to reconstruct a secret image with higher
quality in term of visual effects.

Key–Words:Visual cryptography, Halftone image, Superimposing, Intensity transformation, Affine transformation,
Histogram equalization

1 Introduction
Visual cryptography is a kind of cryptography that
can be decoded directly by the human visual system
without any special calculation for decryption. The
encryption system discussed in this paper takes three
images as an input and generates two output images
which correspond to two of the three input images.
The third image is reconstructed by using the two out-
put images. The two output images are called “share
images.” When share images are composed of binary
pixels, the third image is reconstructed by superim-
posing one share image on the other. This opera-
tion corresponds to logical product in Boolean alge-
bra. Then we can make the reconstruction by printing
the two output images onto transparencies and stack-
ing them together. The resulting image reconstructed
by using the two share images is called “restored im-
age.” In the case of binary share images, it is also a

binary image. The input image corresponding to re-
stored image is “secret image.” We can consider that
secret image is hidden into share images.

The main themes of previous works in this type
of visual cryptography are to generate binary share
images and to restore secret image with high qual-
ity. Noar and Shamir have developed the scheme gen-
erates share images with not meaningful random dot
pattern [2]. On the other hand, there have been also
many reports for productions of meaningful binary
halftone share images [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Fu and Au
have dealt with binary or ternary images like text im-
ages as secret image [5], while other many researchers
have studied about natural gray-scale images like pho-
tographs as secret image [4, 6, 7, 8]. Also, Koga and
Yamamoto have challenged to handle color secret im-
ages [3]. Conventional methods have many problems
about the quality of share and restored images, and
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the calculation time, and so on. Myodo et al. has
applied error diffusion to generating binary halftone
share images [6]. Their method can produce high
quality share images with high speed from three natu-
ral gray-scale images and restore secret image with
high quality by superimposing one share image on
the other. The error diffusion is one of techniques to
generate the halftone image with high quality from a
multivalued image [1]. In generating share images,
applying error diffusion makes noise less noticeable
which arise by embedding information of secret im-
age into share images. Accordingly we obtain natural,
i.e., noise is in shade, share images. Myodo’s method
changes intensities of each pixel of input images as a
pre-processing in order to reconstruct a high quality
secret image. Emori et al. has obtained higher quality
restored images than Myodo’s method by improving
intensity transformation in Myodo’s method [7, 8].

In this paper, we investigate whether the qualities
of restored images depend on kinds of share images
or not in terms of objective and subjective evaluations
in Myodo’s and proposed methods in [7, 8]. Also we
make mention of qualities of share images obtained
by our method.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives the principle of superimposing of bi-
nary pixel domains, which is basis in this kind of vi-
sual cryptography. In Section 3, we explain Myodo’s
method which is one of conventional methods gener-
ates binary halftone share images. In Section 4, we
discusses our proposed method and experimental re-
sults. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 The fundamentals of pixel super-
imposing

In the case of two binary share images, a restored im-
age is obtained by superimposing one share image on
the other. The section makes consideration on super-
imposing of two pixels. In general, the intensity of a
pixel is from0 to 1. If the intensity of a pixel is0, the
pixel is black pixel. On the other hand, if the intensity
of a pixel is1, the pixel is white pixel. Letg1 andg2 be
intensities of pixels A and B, respectively. We obtain
the pixel C by superimposing pixel A on pixel B. Let
s be the intensity of pixel C.s is g1 · g2 and satisfies
the following inequality [4],

max(0, g1 + g2 − 1) ≤ s ≤ min(g1, g2). (1)

In particular, when pixels A and B have binary
intensities, i.e.,g1 and g2 are 0 or 1, superimpos-
ing pixels A and B is the same as calculating logical
product of their pixels in Boolean algebra (see in Fig-
ure 1). When we take some small domains which con-

Figure1: Superimposing two binary pixels

sist binary pixels and for each domain define pseudo-
intensity as the percentage of white pixels in the do-
main, the pseudo-intensity of the binary pixel domain
obtained by superimposing two binary pixel domains
satisfies the inequality (1). We illustrate by an exam-
ple in Figure 2. We consider3× 3 square binary pixel

Figure2: The pseudo-intensities of binary pixel do-
mains

domains in Figure 2. We take a pair of two domains
that the one has five white pixels, i.e., the pseudo-
intensity of the domain is59(= g1), and the other has
six white pixels, i.e., the pseudo-intensity of the do-
main is 6

9(= g2). We also take another pair that have
same pseudo-intensities, i.e.,g1 andg2, but different
arrangement of white and black pixels (see in Case A
and B). In each case, the pseudo-intensity of the bi-
nary pixel domain obtained by superimposing those
two domains belongs to[29 ,

5
9 ] by the inequality (1).

It is 3
9 and 4

9 in Case A and B, respectively.
In the case of normal gray-scale pixel, the inten-

sity of the pixel obtained by superimposing two pixels
is unique. On the other hand, in the case of binary
pixel domain, for the domain generated by superim-
posing two ones, the pseudo-intensity depends on ar-
rangements of white and black pixels in the parental
ones. The principle of image encryption in this paper
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lie in controlling pseudo-intensities of restored image
by changing arrangements of white and black pixels
in binary share images.

3 Conventional method
We explain Myodo’s method [6], which is one of con-
ventional methods generates binary halftone share im-
ages in visual cryptography, in this section.

3.1 The image encryption process
The flowchart of Myodo’s method is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Myodo’s method takes three gray-scale images,

Figure3: The flowchart of Myodo’s method

G1, G2 and S, as input. The image S is a secret image.
This method changes intensities of each pixel in input
images by affine transformation as a pre-processing in
order to reconstruct a high quality secret image. Here
G1’, G2’ and S’ denote the images which are trans-
formed intensities of each pixel in G1, G2 and S, re-
spectively. The images W1 and W2 are share images.
The image W1 is produced from the image G1’ by
using error diffusion. Then, with embedding informa-
tion of images W1 and S in the image G2 and binariz-
ing by using error diffusion, the image W2 is gener-
ated. The image C is the restored image obtained by
superimposing share images. We evaluate the quality
of the image C.

3.2 Intensity transformation
Myodo’s method is based on the principle of super-
imposing binary pixel domains in the Section 2. The
intensity of a pixel in secret image is obtained by rear-
ranging white and black pixels in share images. How-
ever, it may be error if the inequality (1) is not sat-
isfied. Therefore, Myodo’s method requires intensity
transformation for input images as a pre-processing.
In the inequality (1), the length of the range is maxi-
mum wheng1 andg2 are0.5, respectively. Converg-

ing the intensity of each pixel in images G1 and G2
to around0.5, suitable intensity transformation is ap-
plied to images G1 and G2, i.e.,

g′ = 0.45g + 0.275 (2)

whereg denotes the intensity of a pixel in the image
G1 or G2, andg′ denotes the intensity obtained by
applying intensity transformation to the pixel. This
is affine transformation. Then, the pseudo-intensity
of each pixel domain in images binarized G1 and G2
converges to around0.5. The intensity of a pixel in
the image S is transformed into below0.45, i.e.,

s′ = 0.45s (3)

wheres denotes the intensity of a pixel in the image
S, ands′ denotes the intensity obtained by applying
intensity transformation to the pixel.

We explain the mechanism of Myodo’s method in
Figure 4. There is a small gray square in S. Also there

Figure4: The mechanism of Myodo’s method

are two small gray ones in W1 and W2, respectively.
Images W1, W2 and S are same size. Each of three
small gray boxes means a pixel. Those pixels are lo-
cating at same positions, respectively. Now we take
a gray pixel of S and consider two tiny pixel domains
in W1 and W2 containing two pixels corresponding to
the gray one of S with respect to location. Letg1 and
g2 be pseudo-intensities of the pixel domains in W1
and W2, respectively, and lets be the intensity of the
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pixel in S. For theg1 andg2, the inequality (1) is[x, y]
wherex andy are two numbers close or equal to0 and
0.5, respectively. Sinces′ ∈ [0, 0.45], s′ almost be-
longs to[x, y] (see the upper part of Figure 4). Hence,
rearranging white and black pixels in the domains in
W1 and W2, the domain has a pseudo-intensity close
to s′ is obtained from the domains in W1 and W2 (see
the lower part of Figure 4). Therefore, the restored
image C is similar to the image S’.

4 proposed method
In this section, we improve intensity transformation
in Myodo’s method and show that proposed method
can reconstructed a secret image with higher quality
in term of visual effects than Myodo’s method.

4.1 The proposed image encryption process
In Myodo’s method, the affine transformation, Eq. (3),
is applied to the secret image S. Then, the image S’ be-
comes a little bit dark since the intensity of each pixel
in the image S is uniformly transformed. Therefore,
a low-key image is generated as restored image. So
we consider histogram equalization as the way to in-
crease the contrast of an image and add the process to
Myodo’s method in this paper. The flowchart of the
proposed method is shown in Figure 5. In proposed

Figure5: The flowchart of proposed method

method, we apply histogram equalization and affine
transformation to only the secret image S. Parameters
in affine transformation are the same as ones in My-
odo’s method.

4.2 Histogram equalization
In general, it is desirable that the intensity of each
pixel in an image is uniformly-distributed between 0
and 1. That is because it makes every intensity used
and the contrast of the image becomes clear. We con-
sider histogram equalization as the way to realize it.

The histogram equalization is given by the following
expression,

g′ =

∫ g

0
p(r)dr − p(0)

1− p(0)
(4)

whereg denotesthe intensity of a pixel in an image,
g′ denotes the intensity obtained by applying intensity
transformation to the pixel andp denotes distribution
function with respect to the intensity of a pixel in the
image. By this intensity transformation, the cumula-
tive distribution function ofp is straight.

4.3 Example

We show examples of results obtained by using My-
odo’s and proposed methods in Figure 6. Images

Figure6: An example of the results by Myodo’s and
proposed methods

W1M, W2M andCM denote two share images gener-
ated by Myodo’s method and restored image obtained
by superimposingW1M andW2M, respectively, and
also imagesW1P, W2P andCP denote two share im-
ages generated by proposed method and restored im-
age obtained by superimposingW1P andW2P, re-
spectively, in Figure 6. The fact thatW1M andW1P
are the same image. By Figure 6, it is difficult to dis-
tinguishW2M from W2P. In Myodo’s and proposed
methods, share images are low-contrast since the in-
tensity of each pixel of G1’ and G2’ which are mate-
rials of share images is around0.5, that is, G1’ and
G2’ are low-key images. The restored imageCM is
low-key. However, the restored imageCP is higher-
contrast and higher quality thanCM in term of visual
effects.
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4.4 Experimental results
We investigate whether the qualities of restored im-
ages depend on kinds of share images or not in terms
of objective and subjective evaluations in Myodo’s
and proposed methods. Also we make mention of
qualities of share images obtained by our method.
There are20 images. We choose an original im-
age as secret image S. Then we also choose two im-
ages from the rest19 images in random order as im-
ages G1 and G2. By using both of Myodo’s and
our methods, we generate two pairs of two share im-
ages, i.e., (W1M,W2M) and (W1P,W2P), from im-
ages G1, G2 and S. Now we consider how to be recon-
structed secret image S from two pairs (W1M,W2M)
and (W1P,W2P). We ditto swapping images G1 and
G2 and estimate how the qualities of restored images
by the way we look and objectify resulting images.
Those procedure are one set. Here we have20 im-
ages. We take another original image and start the
procedure again. For each set, Pairs of images G1 and
G2 amount to342, note that we distinguish between
(G1,G2) = (a, b) and (G1,G2)= (b, a). We show
sample images used in this experiment in Figure 7.

We use a block PSNR as objective evaluation.
Now we take images G and W which are the same
in sizeN × M , whereN andM denote the width
and height, respectively. The block PSNR of images
G and W is given by the following expression,

bPSNR= 10 log10(1 · 1/ER)

ER=
m2

NM

⌈NM/m2⌉∑
k=1

(ĝk − ŵk)
2

ĝk =

∑
i∈RG

k
gi∑

i∈RG
k
1
, ŵk =

∑
i∈RW

k
wi∑

i∈RW
k
1

(5)

wheregi andwi denoteintensities of each pixel in im-
ages G and W, respectively,RG

k andRW
k denotem×m

pixels square which are locating at same positions in
images G and W, respectively.

Let S be fixed in sample images. Then we can
take342 patterns of the pair G1 and G2 from the rest
19 images. For each pair of G1 and G2, we compute
block PSNRs corresponding to Myodo’s and proposed
methods, respectively, as the following way: First, we
take G1 and G2. Second, we apply both of Myodo’s
and proposed methods to G1, G2 and S. So, we ob-
tain two pairs of two share images (W1M,W2M) and
(W1P,W2P), where (W1M,W2M) and (W1P,W2P)
are corresponding to Myodo’s and proposed methods,
respectively. Then, we produce two restored images
CM and CP from (W1M,W2M) and (W1P,W2P),
respectively. Finally, we compute block PSNRs of
two pairs (CM, S) and (CP, S). After that we cal-

Figure7: Sample images

culate the average block PSNRs of (CM, S), which
we name “bPSNRaveM .” Similarly we calculate the
average block PSNRs of (CP, S), which we name
“bPSNRave

P .” For All of patterns of the pair G1 and
G2, it is difficult to distinguishW2M from W2P for
any S in sample images. Therefore, we obtain the av-
erage of absolute values of differences between block
PSNRs of two pairs (W2M, G2) and (W2P, G2),
which we name “bPSNRave

diff .” The results are shown
in Table 1. Also, for each S in sample images, we
investigate proportions of the pair (G1, G2) asCP is
apparently better thanCM, the block PSNR of (CP, S)
is higher than it of (CM, S) and subjective evaluation
of the pair (CM, CP) corresponds with objective one
to total patterns, respectively. The results are shown
in Table 2.

4.5 Discussion
By Table 1 and the third row in Table 2, we see that
for 10 kinds of S in20 sample images,bPSNRave

P
is higher thanbPSNRave

M and for each of the10 im-
ages, the block PSNR of the pair (CP, S) is higher
than it of the pair (CM, S) over78 percent of all the
pairs (G1, G2), respectively. For all cases,W2M is the
same asW2P with respect to appearance. Therefore,
block PSNRs of two pairs (W2M, G2) and (W2P, G2)
are almost the same values (see in the fourth row in
Table 1). For each (W2M, W2P) which are obtained
from G2 in the sample images,W2M andW2P have
equally high qualities in term of visual effects, except
that W2s obtained from two sample images, “Couple”
and “Cups,” are low-contrast, i.e., those images are
darkish and whitish, respectively.
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Table 1: Objective evaluations of the qualities of re-
stored and share images in Myodo’s and proposed
methods (unit dB)

S
bPSNRave

M bPSNRave
P bPSNRave

diff

(CM v.s. S) (CP v.s. S) (W2 v.s. G2)

Lenna 10.79963 11.21899 0.02187
Girl 16.01620 19.05140 0.02691

Woman 10.24730 10.21722 0.02241
Airplane 7.45651 6.42877 0.02606
Couple 17.97330 16.81760 0.03161

Mandrill 10.82064 11.06351 0.02152
Milk-drop 11.96263 13.04227 0.02450

Parrots 11.07673 11.64873 0.02188
Leaf 5.96887 4.72352 0.03094

Sprout 5.49871 4.02694 0.03030
Tomato 9.53941 9.61934 0.02188
Mt. Fuji 10.49712 10.81568 0.02293
Bridge 14.21263 16.09438 0.02599
Horse 10.95558 11.47239 0.02269

Indicator 13.38746 14.75369 0.02703
Cups 4.69216 3.16564 0.03146
Text1 4.76762 4.74242 0.01631
Text2 13.96282 13.77411 0.01524
Tile 10.32030 10.24768 0.02249

Tiger 4.61120 3.99235 0.02311

Thereare the following four cases in term of vi-
sual effects:CP is better thanCM (Case A),CM is
better thanCP (Case B), both of them are poor qual-
ities (Case C) and both of them are high qualities but
are indistinguishable (Case D). By the second row in
Table 2, for12 kinds of S in20 sample images, Case A
is over76 percent of all the pairs (G1, G2) and most
of the rest pairs are Case C. For “Tomato,” “Mt. Fuji,”
“Horse,” “Text1” and “Text2” in the sample images,
the subjective quality of (CM, CP) is almost Case D.
However, for “Text2,” a part of G1 or G2 sometimes
appears inCM andCP. For “Milk-drop,” “Bridge”
and “Indicator,” in the sample images, the subjective
quality of (CM, CP) is almost Case B. Also the sub-
jective quality of (CM, CP) tends to belong to Case B
or C when at least one of G1 and G2 contains whitish
images, e.g., “Leaf,” “Sprout,” “Cups,” “Text1” and
“Tiger” in the sample images. By the fourth row in Ta-
ble 2, subjective evaluation does not necessarily cor-
respond with objective one in Myodo’s and proposed
methods. It means thatCP is apparently better than
CM but the block PSNR of (CM, S) is higher than it
of (CP, S), and vice versa.

From these results, the quality of restored im-
age by subjective and objective evaluations almost de-
pends on the property of secret image. Moreover, re-
constructing secret image tends to fail when at least

Table 2: Subjective evaluation of the qualities of re-
stored images in Myodo’s and proposed methods and
relationships with objective one (unit percent)

S
subjectively objectively subject=
(CM < CP) (CM < CP) object

Lenna 83.63 97.66 82.16
Girl 90.64 100 90.64

Woman 95.03 40.35 35.38
Airplane 89.77 0 0
Couple 88.89 6.73 6.73

Mandrill 91.23 78.95 70.18
Milk-drop 0 100 0

Parrots 83.04 100 83.04
Leaf 76.90 0 0

Sprout 95.91 0 0
Tomato 0 92.69 0
Mt. Fuji 0 89.47 0
Bridge 0.88 100 0.88
Horse 8.48 100 8.48

Indicator 0 100 0
Cups 88.30 0 0
Text1 0 2.05 0
Text2 0 0 0
Tile 89.77 35.96 26.32
Tiger 98.54 0 0

oneof G1 and G2 is a whitish image.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated whether the qualities of
restored images depend on kinds of share images or
not in terms of objective and subjective evaluations
in Myodo’s and proposed methods. Also we checked
qualities of share images in Myodo’s and proposed
methods. As a result, we obtained the following six
remarks:

◦ proposed method is better than Myodo’s one with
respect to subjective evaluation.

◦ Myodo’s and proposed methods have same effi-
ciency with respect to objective evaluation.

◦ Subjective evaluation does not necessarily corre-
spond with objective one in Myodo’s and proposed
methods.

◦ The quality of restored image by subjective and ob-
jective evaluations almost depends on the property
of secret image.

◦ Reconstructing secret image tends to fail when at
least one of input images except secret one is a
whitish image.
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◦ Shareimages are rather high qualities in both My-
odo’s and proposed methods. These are indistin-
guishable.

The key point is a intensity transformation for in-
put images in this kind of visual cryptography. In the
future works, we need to study adjusting parameters
of affine transformation to an input secret image ac-
cording to the property of the image in order to make
a restored image with higher quality for any secret im-
age. Also we must give optimal parameters of affine
transformation to the other two input images in or-
der to accommodate to the case that at least one of
these images is a whitish image. Moreover, the objec-
tive evaluation by block PSNR proposed in this paper
does not corresponds with subjective one, so we need
to invent a new quantitative measurement including a
subjective term.
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